GENEA020

RRID:CVCL_9029
Type: Cell Line

Proper Citation

( RRID:CVCL_9029 )

Cell Line Information

URL: https://web.expasy.org/cellosaurus/CVCL_9029

Proper Citation: ( RRID:CVCL_9029 )

Description: Cell line GENEA020 is a Embryonic stem cell with a species of origin Homo sapiens (Human)

Sex: Female

Disease: Huntington's disease

Defining Citation: PMID:20649476, PMID:25316320, PMID:27346007, PMID:35805069

Comments: Donor information: Embryo is sibling to that giving rise to GENEA019 (Cellosaurus=CVCL_9028)., Omics: Array-based CGH., From: Genea Biocells, Ltd; Sydney; Australia.

Category: Embryonic stem cell

Organism: Homo sapiens (Human)

Name: GENEA020

Synonyms: GENEA020-HD, Genea020, GENEA-020, SIVF020, SIVF020-HD, SIV020, GENEAe015-A


ID: CVCL_9029
Ratings and Alerts

No rating or validation information has been found for GENEA020.

No alerts have been found for GENEA020.

Data and Source Information

Source: [Cellosaurus](#)

Usage and Citation Metrics

We have not found any literature mentions for this resource.